(D)istance
T=D/S
(S)peed
year / month / week / day / hour / minute / sec

Metric

workday
Time
phase
clock
estimation

Measurement

rate
Individual Processes

(D)iﬃculty

Halstead complexity measures
E = DxV

(V)olume

Focus
Workers
Metric
n Work

Functional Training

Elements
Eﬀort

Process Management

n Energy

Requirements

Taylor // Process eﬃciency (Machine)

Routinisation of Work

phase-wise monitoring
Measurement

Individual Output Gains

component-wise monitoring

Making individual Processes

Value
Outcomes

more eﬃcient processes lead to more eﬃcient
organisation

benefit
Metric

Economy

record

Clusters of Processes

Total cost = Total Fixed Cost+Total Varable Cost

Cost

Focus

Teams

Numeric value
pro / con (benefit)

the Organisation as a whole
Measurement

broad-based Training
Emmerson // Operational eﬃciency (biol. Organ.)

describtion
Instrumental Value is woth having as a means
towards getting something else that is good.

Organisation Management
Requirements
Harmonisation of Work

diﬀerence between Intrinsic and instrumental value
Total Output Gains

An intrinsically valuable thing is worth having for itself.
Outcomes
Adressed are general prices, i.e. prices in the
aggregate, not a specific price of a specific good in a
given circumstance.

Eﬃcient organisation mus be established before
individual processes can be made eﬃcient

Benefit that can be gained from either a good or
service.
( P)rice
(M)arginal ( C)ost

" a fair return or equivalent in goods, services, or
money for something exchanged "

Creativity is not a knowledge or science branch. IT IS
A SKILL!

P=MC

social surplus is maximized with no deadweight loss

Allocative Eﬃciency

creativity involves the production of novel, useful
products

value society puts on that level of output minus the
value of resources used to achieve that level

Value
process

State of allocation (of resources) in which t is
impossible to make any one individual better oﬀ
withut making at least one individual worse oﬀ.

thought mechanisms & techniques

Pareto Eﬃciency
Fluency (number of responses)
Traditional Values

product

measure creativity

Originality (unusualness of responses)

Secular Rational Values

Elaboration (detail of responses)

Survival Values

4 P’s

Idea Gerneration (Fluency, Originality, Incubation)

Self Expression Values

Personality ( Cuiosity, Tolerance for Ambiguity)
person

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/index_findings

intellectual habits

Diﬀerent evaluation of eﬃciency in diﬀerent cultures?

Motivation (Intrinsic, Extrinsic, Achievement)
Confidence (Producing, Sharing, Implementing)
cultural value map

Evolution of Authority

place

Valuemap

circumstances in which creativity flourishes

Establishing purpose and intention

Economic Gains < Lifestyle

Building basic skills
Encouraging acquisition of domain-specific
knowledge
Stimulating and rewarding curiosity and exploration

Eﬃciency

building motivation (especially internal)
Simplex algorithms

encouraging confidence and willingness to take risks

linear program

focusing on mastery and self-competition

Traveling Salesman problem

Optimization Algorithms

Creativity Techniques

Minimum Spanning Tree Problem
T(n) = O(n)

Finding an optimal Object from a finite set of objects

maximizing or minimizing a real function(!) by
systematically chosing input values

Combinatorial Algorithms

promoting supportable beliefs about creativity
providing opportunities for choice and discovery
developing self-management (metacognitive skills)

T(n) = O(2^n)
(T)ime = ( C)omplexity

teaching techniques and strategies for facilitating
creative performance

Creativity
f(x) = x
xn+1 = f(xn) for n ≥ 1

Sequence of improving approximate solutions

provide balance

Iterative Method

Outc omes

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity_techniques

{xn}n ≥ 1
ability to be enlarged to accomodate growth
number of users

Optimization

administrative

enhancing functionality at minimal eﬀort
maintain performance regardless the its distributive
pattern
ease at which a system can be modified
ability to scale up by using new generations of
components

selection of the best element ( with regard to some
criteria) from some set of available alternatives

functional
geographic

http://www.gold.ac.uk/static/teru/pdf/
assessingDesignInnovation.pdf

Technical Knowledge

Scalability

Expertise

Measures

Procedural Knowledge
Intellectual Knowledge

load

How flexible people approach a problem

generation

Creative Thinking Skills
How imaginatively People approach a problem
One factor is optimized at the expense of others

number of parameters to reach a targeted result

Employee

Trade-oﬀ

Threads (e.g. being fired)
Extrinsic Motiviation
Reward (Money)

Performance
Motivation

Satisfaction

parameters
property of systems in which several computations
are executed simultaneously

Intrinsic Motivation (more important)

Excitement
Concurrency

Challenge

DenoteS ≡ ⊔i∈ω progressionSi(⊥S)
****

Enjoyment

Matching people with right assessment

Freedom

Autonomy

Eﬃciency

Time
primary consumer of needed resource
pareto principle (80% resources are used by 20%
operations)

Money

Bottle-Neck

Resources

productivity average measure of the eﬃciency of
production

Space
There must be a balance fit among resources and
people

In Organizations
ratio of in- and outputs

productivity = real output value - real input value

supportive

eﬃciency of production = productions capability to
create incomes

teams
diverse

Investment

Employer

share excitement

Innovation
members

willingness to help

Skills
Enterprise

5 drivers to increase productivity

recognise each other’s talents

Productivity growth also helps businesses to be more
profitable.

Work group features

Competition

recognitions
Supervisory encouragements

Supervisor

productivity

Motivation

praising

Employee

emphasis

to the workforce through better wages and
conditions;
to shareholders and superannuation funds through
increased profits and dividend distributions;
to customers through lower prices;
to the environment through more stringent
environmental protection;

Organizational support

Increasing national productivity can raise living
standards because more real income improves
people’s ability to purchase goods and services,
enjoy leisure, improve housing and education and
contribute to social and environmental programs.

impact of creativity on economic growth
Economic View of creativity

methods of modelling markets for creativity
maximisation of economic thought (= INNOVATION)

there are essentiallytwo ways to promote growth
increase productivity

information sharing
collaboration

to governments through increases in tax payments
additional inputs into production

cheering

important element in the recombination of elements
to produce new technologies and products
creativity is the product of endowments and active
investments in creativity
regions with “3 T’s of economic development:
Technology, Talent and Tolerance”

consequently, economic growth
the costs and benefits of bringing creative activity to
market determine the supply of creativity
have high concentrations of creative professionals

tend to have a higher level of economic development

